1.. INTRODUCTION {#sec1}
================

Respiratory system is one of the most important systems of the body which helps human life continue ([@ref1]). Lung diseases like pneumonia, chronic bronchitis and tuberculosis are among the second dangerous diseases in the world ([@ref2]). Pneumonia is the inflammation of lung which is caused by lung infection by different microorganisms. Clinical signs of pneumonia are various and they often follow fever, shaking, night perspiration, chest pain, cough, dyspnea, sputum and headache. Due to strong similarity among clinical signs of respiratory system diseases, diagnosing pneumonia correctly is time-consuming and also costs a lot. This makes troubles for doctors to diagnose pneumonia and so they ask experiments to be done several times before any decision making. Therefore, in order to diagnose this disease correctly and save the patients suffering this disease, it is necessary to get access to experience and the knowledge of specialist physicians continuously ([@ref3]).

Methods have been used and in this regard, using computer in order to make decision about medicine has been widely used and accepted ([@ref4]).Expert system functions using ambiguous information. Unreliability about information hurdles making the best decision or even it causes improper decisions by the system so that it leads to improper treatment in medicine ([@ref5]). Lots of theories such as classical probability Bayesian probability, Shannon theory, Dumpster--Schafer theory and fuzzy sets theory have discussed and reviewed unreliability. Fuzzy set theory which quantifies the quality aspects is related to a group of objects which have indistinguishable boundaries, and also reasoning which uses natural language. Object memberships in any of these groups are described using concepts called membership degree ([@ref6]).

In order to diagnose diseases several fuzzy expert systems have been developed in medicine such as Fuzzy expert system for diagnosis of pneumonia in children ([@ref7]), a fuzzy expert system for heart disease diagnosis ([@ref8]), fuzzy rule-based expert system for diagnosing asthma ([@ref9]), evaluation of pulmonary function tests by using fuzzy logic theory ([@ref10]), a fuzzy rule based lung disease diagnostic system combining positive and negative knowledge ([@ref11]) and fuzzy rule based inference system for detection and diagnosis of lung cancer ([@ref12]).
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2.. AIM {#sec2}
=======

The purpose of this research is to offer fuzzy expert system in order to diagnose pneumonia. This system can make distinction between the patients suffering pneumonia and the patients suffering other respiratory diseases such as chronic bronchitis, asthma, lung cancer, embolism and tuberculosis.

3.. METHODS {#sec3}
===========

3.1.. Architecture of System
----------------------------

Fuzzy expert system consists of 17 fuzzy input variables, knowledge base, inference engine, fuzzy fire, defuzzifire, 6 output fuzzy variables and user interface.

### 2.1.1.. Knowledge base of System

The knowledge of system is derived from the experience of expert doctors, lung specialist doctors and the books and articles related to respiratory system. For differential diagnosis of pneumonia, effective parameters and clinical signs have been detected and their relations with chronic bronchitis, tuberculosis, asthma and lung cancer were identified. The knowledge of system is depicted and organized using decision table and semantic network. Clinical signs for disease diagnosis are placed in the columns of decision making and the diseases as the goals of system are placed in rows of the table. The symptoms shown at the intersection of any rows with each column, demonstrate the relationship degree between clinical signs and the disease. For any of the diseases, a semantic network was designed according to decision table. The system objectives are placed at nodes on the top of semantic network and decision making parameters are put in the middle nodes and volume of decision parameters are in leaves. The bows show the relation among nodes. For each disease, the clinical signs which have equal volumes in decision table are put in one group in semantic network (OR operator). The signs like Tachypnea which are related to both the age and respiratory rates of the patient, are connected to the operator AND in leaves. Decision table in Table 1 and semantic network related to pneumonia in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} have been demonstrated.

Due to using fuzzy logic method, knowledge base system consists of fuzzy sets, membership functions and also fuzzy rules. For each input and output fuzzy variables of the system, fuzzy sets and membership functions are defined according to linguistic volumes determined by doctors and their explanations are in 2.1.2. For each pneumonia and the other diseases, sets of separate fuzzy rules were defined according to semantic network. Their weights of these rules were defined based on written symptoms in the decision table. The weights considered for the rules were 0/1, 0/2, 0/5, 0/8, and 1 and were based on the comments of specialist physicians. Therefore fuzzy rules which have the weight of 1 and 0/8, have the most effect on the diagnosis the above-mentioned system ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

### 2.1.2.. Input and output fuzzy variables and membership functions

Clinical signs and important parameters which are considered for differential diagnosis are: fever, cough, sputum, chest pain, breath distress, decrease of breath sounds, rale and wheezing sounds, tachypnea, tachycardia, decrease of systolic blood pressure, hypoxia, leukocytes, Leukocytosis, lung infiltration. Input system is a vector which consists of 17 input fuzzy variables that its membership functions are offered as followings:

Input variables of body temperature, systolic blood pressure, the number of the white cells and the pressure of oxygen have sigmoid membership functions. For input fuzzy variables of cough and sputum, Gaussian and bell functions in turn were used.
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For each input variables of breath rates and heart rates, trapezoid function was defined based on 3 age groups of adults, children and infants. For fuzzy variable of the age, three membership functions were defined for three age groups.

Input fuzzy variables of chest pain, rale and wheezing sounds, decrease of breath sounds, chest X-ray, positive sputum culture, dyspnea and breath distress have fuzzy sets of \[0-1\] and sigmoid membership function was defined for them.

The system has 6 output fuzzy variables for each pneumonia, chronic bronchitis, tuberculosis, embolism, asthma, and lung cancer. For each output variables, Membership functions were defined which consists of lack of disease, probability of disease, strong possibility of disease and certainty about disease.

### 2.1.3.. Inference engine with fuzzy fire and defuzzy fire

Inference fuzzy engine considered for the system is a kind of Mamedani fuzzy model which does de fuzzy fire measurement using fuzzy rules, membership functions and input variables and it determines the certainty level of disease by the system. In the stage of fuzzy making, inference fuzzy engine makes the amount of input fuzzy variables fuzzy using fuzzy rules and membership functions available in the hypothesis of each rule and determines a membership degree for each input in fuzzy set. To determine the level of reliability of hypothesis part of rules, S_Norm and T_Norm operators were used. To measure output fuzzy sets for each output variables, max- min product method and membership functions which is available in the resulting part of fuzzy rules were used. For each group of rules related to one disease, aggregator was determined. The resulting output fuzzy sets from fuzzy rules for each disease were aggregated using Sum function. To change output fuzzy sets into a digital volume between 0 and 1, DE fuzzy fire method calculation of Centroid was used.

### 2.1.4.. User interface

In order to design and develop parts of fuzzy expert system of pneumonia diagnosis such as user interface, inference engine and knowledge base, the tool box of fuzzy logic in Matlab software version R2009a was used. User interface designed for this system consisted of 2 output and input parts.

Input part receives related data about age and clinical signs of the patients from user and sends them to fuzzy inference engine as digital volumes. The output part of user interface receives the resulting output of disease diagnosis from inference engine. Then it announces the final diagnosis of the disease in addition to certainty degree for the user. User interface is capable of demonstration of rules and three-dimensional surfaces (the relationship between output and input variables) at the time of system running.

The demonstration screen of rules helps the doctor and user find out which rules were effective in output and on what basis the system has made decision and diagnosed the disease. The surface demonstration screen shows the relationship between output and input volumes. Therefore, the system provides the ability to explain reasoning and response for the user in graphic form. User interface system in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} has been shown at the time of application of the system for a specific patient.

4.. RESULTS {#sec4}
===========

In the evaluation stage, the results achieved from system are compared with final diagnosis recorded in the medical record of the patients and for this regard; Kappa statistic testing SPSS software is used.

The volume of K (the correspondence degree between the system and doctor's diagnosis) was discussed based on Landis and Koch interpretation table ([@ref13]).

Out of 188 medical record of the patients, 176 cases were based on doctor's diagnosis and 12 cases of diagnosis were different from the doctor's diagnosis and the output of the Kappa test for the K variable was 0/8437. It meant that based on Table 2, the system output was in perfect agreement with final diagnosis recorded in medical record.

The created system for the patients suffering from pneumonia was right in 131 cases and for 53 patients suffering from the other respiratory system diseases was right in 45 cases. The system has 97% sensitivity, 85% specificity and 93% accuracy.

The Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve and the area below the curve are to evaluate and judge the efficiency and the performance of the system ([@ref14]).

The area below the curve for the Expert System to Diagnose Pneumonia in this article is obtained as 94 % using the seventh and eighth relationship.

5.. DISCUSSION {#sec5}
==============

In expert fuzzy system for the diagnosis of pneumonia of the children, the table of decision making for the system has not been used because the only objective of the system was to diagnose pneumonia. However to determine the relationship between 7 clinical signs and pneumonia, two methods of Mamedani method with max-min and multi-dimension analytic method were used. That was for 115 medical records of children suffering from pneumonia. The figures obtained show a difference between 5 clinical signs and pneumonia in the mentioned system. In order to measure the relationship between features and diseases accurately, in addition to experience of specialist physicians, a mix of methods of multi-dimension analytic method and Mamedani fuzzy inference system should be used.

In the evaluation system of lung function experiments using fuzzy logic which was done by Umituncu, like fuzzy expert system for pneumonia created in this research, decision making table has been used to show and organize the system knowledge. However, columns and rows in decision table are two parameters for making decision and the purpose is at the intersection of rows and columns. But in this research in Table 1, the purposes which are the very diagnosis of the diseases are in the rows. Since there is a cause and effect among clinical signs of the disease, the application of this kind of relations in knowledge base causes the system to function more intelligently and deliver better and more certain diagnosis.

In expert system of Asthma A and B, semantic network is used to demonstrate knowledge system. In this system, clinical signs are grouped in the form of module based on doctor's comments and ideas. They have been drawn in abstract form and the relation between nodes and the way of classification inside modules is not clear. In the decision system to diagnose lung diseases, making decision tree was used instead of semantic network to demonstrate knowledge structure in knowledge base. The reasoning method was feed forward but since in expert systems with fuzzy logic, all rules are implemented simultaneously, decision tree and feed forward and backward methods have no application.

Various and different input fuzzy variables were used to diagnose diseases in expert system. These variables are parts of decision making parameters and clinical signs. In the diagnosis system of lung diseases based on fuzzy logic using positive and negative knowledge, 140 clinical signs were used to diagnose 19 lung diseases. In the diagnosis system of children penumenia, 7 clinical signs of Dyspnea, hypoxia, chest X-Ray temperature of body, heart rate and respiratory rate were used while in diagnosis system of respiratory diseases with fuzzy logic and inference system based on fuzzy logic to diagnose lung cancer, 4 and 5 input fuzzy variables were used respectively which dyspnea, chest pain, sputum and chest X-Ray are common. The more variables as inputs, the more accurate the decision will be because more clinical signs are involved to diagnose the disease. However it would be difficult and complex to design the system and it would take more time to diagnose the diseases. So, a balance should be created among the number of decision making and the accuracy of the results and complexity. It is better to consider important and effective parameters as input variables of the system. As the number of disease diagnosed by the system increases such as diagnosis of pneumonia in this article, it is necessary to use more input fuzzy variables to make distinction among diseases.

Rules in knowledge base are used in all expert systems but in systems in which fuzzy logic has been used, there are fuzzy rules which have weights. Weights in fuzzy logic rules determine the effectiveness of resulting part or the results of rules in output system. Fuzzy rules with the equal weight of 1 have been used in all previously-mentioned systems in this article. It means that all the fuzzy rules have had equal effectiveness to determine the system but in the fuzzy expert system delivered in this research, different weights of 0/2 0/8'0/5'0/3'0/ have been used based on expert doctor's comments and also based on the amount of effect that current variables had in introductory part of the rules. For the variables that have negative effect on diagnosis of the disease (as in Table 1), some other rules as opposite ones with the weight of 0/1 have been considered.

Expert system which is based on fuzzy rules to diagnose Asthma A an B and was used 106 patients, has the sensitivity of 94% and specificity of100%. Expert system to diagnose children pneumonia had used two methods of inference fuzzy max-min multi-dimension analytic to determine the relations of variables (clinical signs) with disease diagnosis which its output had been tested for both methods and also for 38 medical records of the patients. The validity of diagnosis prediction was too close and it was 78/3% and 75/3%. These figures have a marginal difference of 25% from the accurate performance obtained in this article (only the comments of experienced doctors were used to determine the relation between clinical signs and diagnosis). The amount of accuracy obtained in this article for the performance of the system was 93%.

Since it is likely that the report about sensitivity and accuracy in the form of digital ones cannot demonstrate the performance of the system very well, the curve demonstrating the receiver's performance can show the system performance graphically using SPSS software. In this figure, as the distance between intersection point of the two parameters and diameter increases and turns left and goes up and also the area below the curve increases, it shows better and more efficient performance of the system. The curve showing the receiver's performance to determine the amount of the accuracy in the expert system performance mentioned in the background of the article, has not been drawn.

6.. CONCLUSION {#sec6}
==============

Fuzzy logic is based on natural language and it is also based on the structures of quality description in informal languages. Also, fuzzy logic can tolerate uncertain fuzzy inputs properly and mathematics concepts used in fuzzy reasoning are simple. So, it is better to use fuzzy set theory in order to develop expert systems based on knowledge in medicine which helps us diagnose and treat the diseases. This is done because there are so many ambiguous terms in medicine which are changed into clear digital numbers in computer using fuzzy logic.
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